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named after the place of its invention in
Eugene, Oregon. The model is a set of three
partial differential equations that describe
the reaction–diffusion process. Showalter
and colleagues added a term to account for
the photosensitive generation of bromide
ions, and predict wave propagation patterns
remarkably similar to those observed in the
experiment. Before this experiment, STSR
had been studied only theoretically or by
numerical or electronic simulation in one-
dimensional sets of coupled6,7 and uncou-
pled8 elements, and in two-dimensional
arrays of threshold elements9. But those 2D
simulations, in spite of their simplicity,
mimic all the features of the present experi-
ment.

The implications of the present experi-
ment extend far beyond chemical dynamics.
Spiral waves, spontaneously generated by
noise, have also been simulated with the
Oregonator (Fig. 1b). They are strikingly
similar to recent observations of noise-
initiated and sustained long-range coherent
waves of calcium ions in cultured brain
tissue10 (Fig. 1c) indicating a similar under-

lying dynamical process. The possibility that
calcium waves transmit or coordinate infor-
mation over centimetre distances in glial cell
networks (that is, in the brain) has already
been suggested, but the role of noise
remained obscure. Now that noise-sustained
spiral waves have been observed in a well
characterized chemical system, we can spec-
ulate that spatiotemporal noise may be an
important feature of the brain’s working.
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specific — decrease in protein production.
Furthermore, when they injected dsRNA
targeted to another gene, mex-3, the result
was a loss of mex-3 RNA in early-stage
embryos. In other words, at the levels of
phenotype, RNA and protein, the inter-
ference with gene expression was specific
and reproducible.

Perhaps most astounding is the phenom-
enon that the dsRNA causes gene inhibition.
Previously3, Fire and co-workers had been
puzzled by the fact that antisense RNA alone
— which is often used to inactivate sense
messenger RNA — was only marginally
effective. Furthermore, results using the
antisense RNA were mimicked by injection
of sense RNA, a control in their studies. They
later found out that these data could be
largely explained by an artefact of the tran-
scription process that was used to generate
the antisense and sense RNAs; namely,
dsRNA fragments. 

Additional experiments by Fire et al.,
designed to shed light on the possible mech-
anism of the dsRNA-mediated inhibition,
painted an even more mystifying picture.
For example, even when only a few copies of
the dsRNAs are present in each cell, they are
active against highly abundant RNAs. This
indicates that the interference occurs either
by a catalytic mechanism or at the chromo-
somal level — and not by a conventional
antisense mechanism. The authors also
found that only dsRNAs that are comple-
mentary to coding regions of the gene are
active, and not, for example, those targeted
to introns or promoter regions. This argues
against a generalized mechanism involving
chromosomal inactivation, such as chromo-
somal deletion. Moreover, dsRNA interfer-
ence seems to cross cellular boundaries with
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The human genome is predicted to
contain between 50,000 and 100,000
genes1. To work out what these genes

do, an array of techniques is needed to evalu-
ate the protein–protein interactions and bio-
chemical pathways of any gene product. The
nematode worm Caenorhabditis elegans is an
excellent system for such studies because of
its well-understood genetics and develop-
ment, evolutionary conservation to human
genes, small genome size and relatively short
life cycle. The 100-megabase-pair genome
will be completely sequenced this year, and a
total of 17,000 genes have been predicted,
many with human counterparts. Approach-
es used to manipulate gene expression in C.
elegans include transposon-mediated dele-
tion2, antisense inhibition3 and direct isola-
tion of deletions after mutagenesis4,5.
Although these methods have proved useful,
limitations still exist.

On page 806 of this issue, Fire and col-
leagues6 describe a remarkable and surpris-
ing technique for inhibiting gene function in
C. elegans. They turned off a specific gene in
progeny worms by microinjecting double-
stranded RNA (dsRNA) complementary to
the coding region of the gene into the gonads
of adult animals. Using a well-characterized
gene, unc-22, which encodes a non-essential
myofilament protein, they showed that
injection of dsRNA produced a phenotype

characteristic of unc-22 inhibition — twitch-
ing. 

In a series of well-controlled studies, the
authors also found that injection of dsRNA
targeted to a reporter gene for green fluores-
cent protein resulted in a dramatic — and
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Figure 1 Possible
mechanism for inhibition
of gene expression in C.
elegans by double-stranded
RNA. Fire et al.6 have
convincingly shown that, at
the phenotype, RNA and
protein levels, dsRNA-
mediated interference with
gene expression is specific
and reproducible. Perhaps,
on injection into worms,
dsRNA is modified by
dsRNA adenosine
deaminase. Transfer of this
information back into the
chromosome may occur by
a recombination event.
After replication and
mismatch repair,
transcription and
translation result in mutant
proteins that have impaired
function.
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ease. Gene inhibition was observed in proge-
ny when dsRNA was injected into the body
cavity of the adult (gonadal injections had
been thought to be necessary), and in somat-
ic tissues of young adults after injection into
their body cavity.

What kind of mechanism have Fire and
colleagues uncovered? This is not the first
puzzle posed by dsRNA. Almost ten years
ago, Bass and Weintraub7 and Wagner et al.8

discovered an enzyme that binds dsRNA and
deaminates adenosines in the duplex to
inosines. After a feverish hunt for the cellular
function of the dsRNA adenosine deami-
nase, it was found to be involved in the
post-transcriptional editing of messages.
Inosines are read by the cellular machinery
as guanosine, so the enzyme could alter
the genetic make-up of mRNA (reviewed
in refs 9, 10).

Could this dsRNA adenosine deaminase
be involved in a complicated pathway that
results in gene inhibition in C. elegans? Quite
possibly. The enzymatic activity has been
found in C. elegans, and would probably treat
the injected dsRNA as a substrate. A special-
ized homologous recombination system
would be needed, which would use the
modified dsRNA to transfer the genetic
alterations into the chromosome (Fig. 1). 

This model fits some of the data: modi-
fication of adenosines to inosines alters the
genetic make-up of the injected dsRNA;
transfer of this information into the genome
by recombination would affect coding (but
not intronic) regions; and mutations intro-
duced by the inosine substitutions would
affect the ability to detect mRNA and, at least
partially, the function of the protein. These
mutations could account for the surprising
result that only a few copies of dsRNA are
required per cell, because they would have an
effect at the level of the chromosome. Of
course, such a model is a stretch of the imagi-
nation and is not supported by all of the data.
For example, attempts to use homologous
recombination with dsDNA in C. elegans
have largely failed3.

Fire and colleagues6 have uncovered a
complex and intriguing mode of regulation
in C. elegans. Does dsRNA perform a biolog-
ical function in C. elegans (and is this func-
tion titrated out by the microinjected
dsRNA)? Does a similar phenomenon exist
in other organisms? What would happen if
transgenic animals or plants were generated
expressing both the sense and antisense
strands of a transgene? A similar mode of
action would not be suspected to occur in
mammals, because injection of dsRNA is
often used as a control for antisense experi-
ments, albeit at the individual cell (and not
organism) level. Nevertheless, perhaps
specific ‘knockouts’ can be generated this
way, for organisms in which genetic material
cannot be delivered by microinjection.
Whatever the mechanism might be, dsRNA-

mediated inhibition of gene expression will
provide a useful alternative for working out
gene function in C. elegans and, maybe, in
other animals and plants.
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Since their discovery in 1888, choles-
teric liquid crystals have been subject
to considerable attention, resulting in

applications in ink and paint technologies,
flat-panel displays and thermal imaging.
Writing in Advanced Materials1, Tamaoki
and co-workers describe a new technique for
rewritable full-colour image recording on
thin cholesteric films. The low-molecular-
weight compound they have developed for
this purpose is a cholesteric glass, which is
stable at room temperature and which could
have applications in optics as well as infor-

mation display and storage.
The optical properties of cholesterics

have made them useful in display2,3 and laser
technologies4 as well as in the visual arts2. In
reflected light, cholesterics show intense
iridescent colours with a metallic sheen, as
seen on scarab beetles. In these materials,
rod-like molecules are orientated, on the
average, parallel to one another in a given
plane, so that the direction of orientation
varies linearly with position in the direction
normal to the plane. This results in a spatially
periodic twisted helical structure as shown in
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Figure 1 Sketch of
cholesteric structure,
showing the dependence
of molecular orientation
on position. The tip of a
vector indicating local
molecular orientation
traces out a helix.
Reflected light waves
satisfying the Bragg
condition emerge in-
phase and add
constructively. In the
work discussed here,
Tamaoki et al.1 have
developed a cholesteric
glass that is rewritable
and stable at room
temperature (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 2 Transmission electron micrograph of
freeze-fractured helical cholesteric. The pitch is
240 nm. (From ref. 12.)

Figure 3 Photographs of thermally addressed
and quenched cholesteric solid films. (From
ref. 1.)


